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A Quality Notebook Dictionary at a Great Price! This new notebook dictionary features clear,

concise definitions of the words students need to know in an easy-to-read page design.

Authoritative and up-to-date, this handy dictionary is 3 hole punched to fit into a binder for easy

access at home or at school. Features more than 20,000 entries * 3 hole punched to fit into any

binder Special sections on * Basic English Grammar * Abbreviations * 10 General Spelling Rules

*10 Rules for Forming Plurals
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Merriam-Webster has been creating America's bestselling dictionaries and thesauruses for more

than 170 years, representing a tradition that dates back to the creator of the first dictionary of

American English - Noah Webster.

Good for the price. I gave one to each of my middle school ESL students. They have been in

American schools all their lives, but in their homes, the first language is spoken; thus, they have not

encountered much higher level vocabulary in their daily lives. This dictionary is helping them learn

the meaning of words they hear on CNN Student News.

Gave these to my junior high literature students. They love them

My son's teacher gave him extra praise for this product and ordered some copies for other students



It was not for me it was a school supply I had to buy for my child it is slim and fits right in your Binder

great for students

I like the dictionary because it fits nicely into my daughter's binder. However, she has complained

that the print is too small so we wish it were a little larger. It contains everything she has needed so

far to meet the elementary need.

Came quick ! Was what my daughter needed for school

Met my expectations. Put in book bags for Elementary children. They fitted right inside of their

notebooks. I will purchase again.

great for all classes
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